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 Fundamental error:  Devotion to an electrically 
neutral, gravity driven universe

 “Big Bang” – bizarre
 Filled with black holes, dark matter, dark energy and 

other incomprehensible objects

 “In the beginning there was nothing- which exploded.”  
Terry Pratchett, SF writer

 Unyielding faith in Gravity
 Weakest force known to science – gravity

 Unimaginable energy in space:  create concepts to 
explain it – black holes, dark matter, dark energy

 Cosmologists ignores/misinterprets plasma
 Fundamental state of matter:  constitutes 99% of visible 

universe

 Treats plasma  mechanically as a magnetizable gas 
without regard to its primary role of electric currents in 
space plasma



 Big Bang Hypothesis rests on 2 assumptions:
 Redshift of objects in deep space indicate primarily that 

objects are receding (i.e., redshift implies distance)

 Gravity alone (weakest force in the universe) determines 
the structure and behavior of matter on the cosmic level

 The 2 assumptions have encouraged theorists to ignore 
role of electricity in the plasma universe

 Redshift inconsistent with belief of many objects  believed to 
be at greater distance is actually much closer.  Also see 
galaxies or quasars at “similar” distances have different 
redshifts

 Gravity too weak to have its effect on universe

 Gravity must act instantaneously to carry out its effect 
(orbits of planets, etc.) and is thus much faster than the 
speed of light.  This is not the case.
 Newton: Gravity must act instantaneously

 Einstein:  Speed limit is speed of light; but for orbits of planets 
and of the Milky Way, effect of gravity must be instantaneous –
but it is not



 Plasma process: Other alternative to Big 

Bang cosmology

 Eric Lerner – plasma physicist

 Problem with Red Shift – within heart of 

nearby spiral galaxy is a quasar whose light is 

billions of light years away

 Calls into question of the validity of Big Bang and 

model of the universe



No Big Bang, no dark matter, no role of gravity, 

no black holes – in plasma based electric 

universe

 Alfen in 1937 proposed:

 Galaxy contains large scale magnetic field

 Charged particles move in spiral orbits within field due to 

forces in the magnetic field

 Anthony Peratt- simulations and experiments showed

 Interaction between cosmic Birkeland filaments and their 

field produce accumulation of matter at the currents’ 

intersections, leading to galactic structure and rotational 

motions that match observations



 Explanations of stars, planets, comets, etc. 

explained by electrical interactions - electric 

current flow – without need for:  

 Black holes, dark mater, neutron stars, pulsars and 

other explanations by astro-scientists

 Electrical stresses grow and diminish 

continually – occurs with stars – where they 

can split apart or eject giant gas and solid 

planets – where they are maneuvered to 

locations where an electrical balance occurs

 Gas giant planets, under electrical stress, go 

through same process, producing smaller bodies of 

moons









 Free electrons 2000 times lighter than protons

 Primary carriers of electric current

 Responsible for current flow in fluorescent light

 Comparison of electric force between electron and 

proton and gravitational attraction between them:

 Electric force is 1039 times stronger than gravitational 

force

 Richard Feynman calculation:  Gravitational force 

between 2 persons standing next to each other –

imperceptible.  If persons had 1% more electrons than 

protons, repelling force enough to lift the weight of 

entire Earth



 States of matter

 Solids – thermal energy low, atoms rigidly bonded

 Liquid – temperature rises, bonds loosened

 Gases – higher temperatures, atoms & molecules move freely

 Plasma – higher temperatures, atoms break apart 
(ionization), electrons or negative components separate from 
atom, leaving the remainder of the atom, the positively 
charged ion.  This is plasma.
 Plasma – collection of charged ions (+ and -) as well as non-ionized or 

neutral atoms or molecules

 Is an excellent conductor of electricity (far better than copper)

 As a moving conductor in space, develops electric currents and 
magnetic fields in response to ambient magnetic field

 Results in complex behavior

 Examples:  neon light, auroras in polar skies, Earth’s ionosphere 
(weekly ionized plasma), lightening stroke

 Glow from exciting electrons of non-ionized atoms and drop back 
to lower state results in emission of light

 Also when electrons combine with positive ions, light is emitted 



 In light of knowledge about  plasma and 

electricity, new way to interpret scientific data 

for understanding the universe

 Gravity plays a secondary role behind far more 

powerful electric force

 Lab studies: Plasma “pinches” into filaments, sheets 

and cells (charged bodies) from electrical environment

 Will sort elements into shells of like elements, generates 

radial streamers and spiraling streamers to exotic 

symmetrical configurations – mimics what we see in the 

cosmos

 Flat rotation curves of spiral galaxies – form from powerful 

electric currents intersecting in a plasma

 Does not need invisible matter (dark matter) to force 

stars to rotate in a rigid plate

 Plasma makes up 99.999% of the universe



 Earth’s ionosphere – a weakly ionized plasma 
that does not glow

 Free electrons in metals – should be considered 
as plasma – reason they are good conductors

 Boundaries of Earth’s magnetosphere – are 
invisible planet sheaths that define electrical 
influence of the enclosed planet.  Excited 
particles widely separated in space- so plasma 
sheaths do not glow

 Sun and all stars – considered to be balls of 
plasma

 Lightning streamers – channels of plasma 
(narrow channels of atmospheric 
atoms/molecules of which about 20% are 
ionized)



















 Prominence of magnetic fields in space

 1950’s Magnetospheres came into our lexicon

 Magnetic fields arise from electric currents

 Astronomers ignore magnetic fields from electricity –

imagine it must come from ”dynamos” inside  celestial 

bodies or simply say it’s origin is unknown

 Plasma – far better conductor than copper 

 Because of impedance, energy in magnetic fields will be 

dissipated in the form of light, heat and radio waves 

 See powerful radio transmissions from cosmic sources as 

being common

 Particle in plasma in space tenuous – 1 particle per cubic 

centimeter

 But volume of space is huge- and with the weak electric 

fields, easily and efficiently delivers the currents that 

power stars and galaxies 











 Kristian Birkeland – Norweigian scientist –

nominated for Nobel prize 7 times

 Created “Terrella” (little Earth) as magnetic ball 

in space to study plasma.  

 Measured magnet fields of Earth’s polar regions. 

Studied Northern Lights and origin of auroras

 Experiments suggested charged particles from sun, 

guided by Earth’s magnetic field, produced circumpolar 

rings of auroras

 Showed electric currents flow along filaments shaped by 

current-induced magnetic fields:  Birkeland Currents

1867-1917











 Cosmic magnetic fields confirms that the 
fundamental state of space plasma is 
electrically dynamic
 Plasma in relative motion generate electric 

currents in each other

 Electric current filaments abundant over cosmic 
distances- are sufficient to organize galaxies 
where they intersect and to power their stars
 As compared to plasma between stars and galaxies (the 

intergalactic space) – a star is like a speck of dust and a 
galaxy is like a piece of fluff

 Galactic cores – have stupendous focused energy

 Birkeland currents can generate such energy, as well 
as polar jets, double radio sources, and synchrotron 
radiation – all explainable by plasma cosmologists

 Not explainable by standard astronomer theories



 Electric circuits extend throughout the universe

 Galaxies threaded on magnetic fields generated by electric 
currents

 Galaxies and stars born from a natural charge imbalance

 Birkeland Currents

 In plasma, electrons travel parallel to the direction of the 
magnetic force and experience no deflection and no 
entanglement

 These currents form invisible cosmic “transmission lines”

 Current flows in alignment with magnetic field and is 
“pinched” into long filaments by the magnetic forces 
associated with the current (”z” pinch effect since 
magnetic field assigned to z axis)

 Filaments twist into a rope-like structure called “Birkeland
currents”
 Filaments twist together in a faster and faster electrical whirlwind

 Electric force is trillion trillion trillion times more powerful than 
the trivial force of gravity



 Currents flowing through ionized matter

 Surrounded by self-produced magnetic fields

Magnetic fields keep together plasma currents

 Currents entwine to form bifilar pairs that have 

overall rotational force and exist in all scales of size

 Responsible for formation of all major bodies in the 

plasma environment of space

 Their attractive rotating electromagnetic forces 

explains rotations of galaxies, stars, planets and 

moons





Birkeland currents in space





























 Irving Langmuir- coined term “plasma” 

because life-like properties of plasma 

resembled blood plasma

 Plasma responds to charged objects by producing 

formations like cell walls – “Langmuir Sheaths” –

often called “Double Layers” (DLs) of opposite 

charge.

 Across sheath, there is strong electric field; while on 

both sides of double layer, electric field is much weaker

 The insulating Langmuir sheath allows for proximity of 

highly charged celestrial bodies without expected 

electrical exchange

 Double layers can accelerate particles to cosmic ray 

energies



https://www.thunderbolts.info/wp/2011/12/03/essen

tial-guide-to-the-eu-chapter-5/



Hannes Alfren – received Nobel prize for work 
on “magnetohydrodynamics”
 Plasma in space is electrically “quasi neutral”.

 However, its temperature, density, and chemical 
composition vary from place to place. At boundaries 
between plasma of different characteristics, a “cell 
wall” or “double layer” is formed, across which a 
voltage is generated.  Plasma cells moving relative to 
one another induce electric currents in each other.

 At largest scale – see superclusters of galaxies  -
composed primarily of plasma – moving relative to 
each other.  Every plasma cell at smaller scale is 
embedded in externally generated fields and will 
develop filamentary currents that form currents 
within.  The power within those circuits is dissipated 
by objects like rotating spiral galaxies  and the stars 
within the galaxies.



 Sun does not operate by gravity moderated 

nuclear explosions

 Sun operates as a concentrated ball of 

electrically excited plasma

 Its visible glowing surface maintained in an arc 

mode by a drift of electrons flowing inward from 

the distant cathode region of solar system – the 

heliopause

 And by positive currents flowing into its poles 

from the interstellar circuit 

 Sun – analogous to an enormous fluorescent light 

that glows around a smaller solid and much cooler 

anode core













 Shows current filament in plasma







 Sun occupies a spiral arm of the Milky Way

 Electric currents flow along arms of of the galaxy, creating 

helical magnetic fields, confining and “pinching” the galactic 

plasma into the spiral structure.

 Galactic currents are all star’s (including our Sun’s) energy 

source – eliminates need for internal source of energy at the 

core







 White curve shows voltage changes within solar plasma 

as we move outward from the body of the sun
 Positively charged protons “roll down the hill”. Photospheric tuft plasma acts as a 

barrier to limit the Sun’s power output.  Plateau between b and c and beyond e 

defines a normal quasi-neutral plasma.  

The chromosphere has a strong electric field which flattens out but remains non-

zero throughout the solar system.  As protons accelerate down the chromospheric

slope, heading to the right, they encounter turbulence at e, which heats the 

solar corona to millions of degrees.  The small but relatively constant 

accelerating voltage gradient beyond the corona is responsible for accelerating 

the solar wind away from the Sun.















Not bodies of ice – solid rock surface

Has own charge level (double layer barrier) 

 As they move through the increasing positive 

charge that surrounds the Sun, there is 

inevitable electric discharge

 Electrical discharge forms the circular craters of 

comets

 Craters in moons, comets are all circular, with 

smaller craters, also circular within or nearby

 Can be formed by Birkeland currents discharging 

 Shapes of craters cannot be by meteors striking surface 

– too round and no elliptical craters










